
Natsamrat  Theatre  Festival
spreads its wings to Mumbai
By Shraboni Saha

After establishing itself in Delhi, Natsamrat is now steadily
making a mark in Mumbai as well. It successfully organised the
3rd Mumbai Theater Festival for Maharashtra audience
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Natsamrat brought the Kumbh of plays for Mumbaikars i.e. 3rd
Mumbai Theater Festival where five different plays were staged
on May 26, 27 and 28 at Creative Adda Auditorium, Versova,
Andheri West, Mumbai.



On May 26, at 6:30 pm, the play Napunsak, written by Manjul
Bhardwaj, was staged and at 8:00 pm, the play Teen Bandar,
written by Prabuddha Joshi, directed by Nagendra Kumar Sharma,
both plays were staged.

The play Aadhi Raat ke Baad which was written by Dr. Shankar
Shesh  was  staged  on  27th  May  at  6:30  pm  and  the  play
Chukayenge Nahi, written by Dario-Fo and adapted by Amitabh
Srivastava  was  staged  at  8:00  pm  and  both  the  plays  are
directed by Chandrashekhar Sharma.

On May 28, at 7:30 pm, the play Kambakkht Ishq written by
Satya Prakash was staged and the play is directed by Shyam
Kumar, director of Natsamrat.

Artists  from  Delhi,  Ambala,  Mumbai  presented  the  five
different plays at the theater in Mumbai. In these plays,
there was humor, adventure as well as social messages for the
audience. Seeing the audience of Mumbai, it seemed as if they
had  a  lot  of  love  for  theatre,  that’s  why  the  entire
auditorium was packed on all three days. Natsamrat director
Shyam Kumar says that if anyone wants to give something to the
society,  it  can  be  done  through  drama  and  the  audience
definitely  pays  attention  to  it  because  it  does  not  give
stress  to  the  mind,  instead  it  gives  a  beautiful  message
through entertainment.

ALSO RAN: VIRAT KOHLI – IN
THE PINK OF FORM
by Sunil Sarpal
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Virat Kohli
As we approach the final today, in the on-going IPL season,
Virat  Kohli  belted  out  back   to  back  centuries  for  his
franchisee RCB.  Virat stole the show but unfortunately his
team RCB could not even find a place in the play-offs.  Kohli
leaves  a  solid  impact  on  his  followers  with  the  kind  of
flourish seen in his knocks.  He plays conventional cricketing
shots all over the park in a commanding fashion that bowlers
are left clueless where to pitch the ball and where not.  

The behaviour of the pitch on which match is played plays a
pivotal role in batting performance.  

    Indian pitches generally are spin friendly.  

    In Australia the bounce is waist high. 

    In England, the conditions provide more swing.  

    In New Zealand, there is more lift from the surface and



swing too.

    In West Indies, the pitches provide low bounce and are on
the slow side.  

A batsman needs to adjust to conditions first and plan which
shot should be played and which not.  

Kohli with 76 International tons in his pocket in all formats
has enormous experience and exposure to any given condition. 
He therefore is the backbone of Indian batting and other just
revolve around him.  Dislodging him therefore becomes next to
impossible.  He stands tall among his contemporaries.  

People and his die-hard foes becomes so critical about his
inclusion  in  the  side  when  he  goes  thru  patchy  and  lean
periods.  They immediately write him off but Kohli has in him
to bounce back with vengeance.  

Kohli proclaims; “As long as God so desires, I shall keep on
playing for India.  

He is a modern-day iconic figure and others just want to
emulate his work ethics.  

He stands tall among the legendary figures India has produced
so far.  

If he remains fit and rarin-to-go,  he will set such high
benchmarks that he will be hard to dislodge.  
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A Halla Gulla called IPL

By Sunil Sarpal

Indian Premier League will soon draw to a close for this
season. Let’s see what the Halla Gulla called IPL was all
about

It happens once in a calender year and bring lot of fun and
joy to cricket world. On every TV set in a home, this tussel
between bat and ball is fought, providing great entertainment
to the viewers of the game. The game is also a reminder that
it belongs to young legs. Ageing has no room in this game
which is on a fast lane.
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Often viewers remember those that are no more, but were star
cricketers during their playing days.
Dean Jones, Aussie
Malcom Marshal, WI
Martin Crow, NZ
Alas,  cruel  death  ended  their  journey  mid-way,  depriving
followers of their incredible presence and charisma.

IPL pays an astronomical amount of money to the players –
thanks  to  IPL  franchisees.  On  the  basis  of  players’
performance  over  a  period  of  time,  they  are  auctioned  by
franchisees at huge amounts. Even after the auctioned player
loses his touch and his performance dips, he remains on the
bench and still paid the committed amount.

It has become a joy to watch IPL matches because music is
played in the background. It is full entertainment. These days
commentators provide lot of stories, past experiences and also
discuss spats between players. Such things bind the viewers to
TV sets.

Young guns join shoulders with foreign players and get lot of
international  experience.  Players  like  Nitish  Rana,  Ishaan
Kishan and Rinku Singh are the stars in making. Cricket is in
the blood of followers and they enjoy this soap opera much
more than Saas and Bahu episodes on TV.



WHAT MORE CAN YOU ACHIEVE IN
SPORTS ?
By Sunil Sarpal
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God comes to bat for India at
No. 4, said Mathew Hayden for
Sachin Tendulkar

Sometimes  somebody’s
achievements  surpass  all
records  and  record  books.
That person becomes immortal
during lifetime.

Be  it  Sachin  Tendulkar  in
Cricket

or Mike Tyson in Boxing

or Maradona in Football

They  are  living  legends  in
their  chosen  sport.  Though
they have retired from their



sport,  but  they  are
remembered with ‘awe’ coming
from the heart.

They are simply human being
like  others  but  they  have
‘Gift of the Gall from God’.
Otherwise,  they  would  not
have achieved what they did.
Their names are written with
Golden  letters.  They  always
receive  Red  Carpet  Welcome.
Stadiums  (stands)  are  named
as  Sachin  Tendulkar  Stand.
Academies  are  run  on  their
names.

People chant their names and



worship for their success.

West Indies legend Brian Lara
has named his son as Sachin.

In  football,  Maradona  beat
all defenders single-handedly
and scored too a goal in a
World Cup match.

Mike Tyson’s ability to knock
down  any  boxer  with  one
strike  in  any  International
match.  Absolutely
unbelievable feat.

They  lived,  they  ruled  and
they  scripted  the  history



books. In fact, they have re-
written  the  history  books.
Their  brilliance  in  their
craft left the game gasping
for  breath.  They  took  the
game to altogether different
and  unexplored  height  and
level.

Sachin  Tendulkar  from  the
sound  of  ball  hitting  his
bat, could determine whether
he is in-form or not.

God has created man in his
own image but some of them
over-whelmingly different and
unique from the rest.



SALUTE TO THEM.

Australia  vs  India  at
Wankhade  Stadium  Rahul  and
Jadeja rule the pitch
By Sunil Sarpal

Rahul and Jadeja seal victory for India
Yesterday’s encounter, on 17th March 2023, between visiting
Australia vs India at Wankhade Stadium proved a nightmare for
the batters. It was a day-night one- day match. Australia upon
winning the toss chose to make the first use of the pitch and
elected to bat first. There was help on offer for the fast
bowlers. The ball was moving in the air and off the pitch too.
There is a saying – when the going gets tough, the tough gets
going.  For  Mitchel  Marsh  who  was  an  in-form  batsman  from
Australia, the batting was to his liking. He hit some huge
sixes and dominated the proceedings with his power hitting. On
the  other  end,  batters  were  struggling  to  cope  up  with
movement. It was the golden arm of Ravinder Jadeja who undid
the proceeding and took Marsh’s scalp. There was no other
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batsman who could settle down to post a formidable score on
the board. Jadeja’s made his presence felt in fielding when he
took a diving catch and stalled the proceedings. Australia
could post a paltry score of 188 runs in a 50 over encounter.
Shami  and  Siraj  were  among  the  wickets.  Jadeja  too  was
economical and restrictive in bowling. His line and length
were spot on and did not allow Aussis to freeze arm.

Indian batting started on a dismal note when the opener Ishan
Kishan perished early to Mitchel Starc LBW. Kohli too was in
all sorts of trouble against the moving ball and was not at
all in his elements. He too perished early leaving Gill and
Rahul to steady the ship. There were chances on offer in the
slip cordon but Gill was lucky to survive and played some
trade mark shots. He too could not trouble score board much
and lost his scalp scoring just 20 runs. Surya came and left
on the first ball, LBW to Starc – the most successful bowler
from Australia.

Both Rahul and Jadeja provided stability to Indian innings.
Both played disciplined knocks and took the Indian side to
victory.

By no yardstick the pitch offered a run feast required in a 50
over encounter. It was a fast bowlers paradise. KL Rahul’s
grit and unflinching determination in the company of Jadeja
proved handful for India and won the match for India. All
credit for this win should go to the duo.

Lastly one thing I like to mention that Jadeja’s graph as a
genuine all- rounder – be it bowling spin, batting, especially
fielding  and  catching  is  commendable.  Although  Rahul’s
discipline  and  score  deserves  man-of  the  match  award  but
Jadeja’s brilliance in all walks of the game deserve standing
ovation from the followers of the game. Somebody even compared
him to the legend Sir Gary Sobers.



Thespians  honoured
ceremoniously  at  Natsamrat
Theater Awards 2023

Renowned Theatre Personalities of the country were honoured by
Natsamrat. Like every year, this year also the 15th Natsamrat
Theatre Award was organized, in which 12 theatre artists of
the country were honoured by Natsamrat. Natsamrat’s director
Shyam Kumar has always believed that it is a matter of pride
for us to honour those who give their whole life to theatre.

This year the Best Writer Award was given to Dr. Harisuman
Bisht, Best Director Satyabrata Rout, Best Actor Amit Saxena,
Best  Actress  Rekha  Johri,  Best  Backstage  (Lighting)  Souti
Chakraborty, Best Critic Kamlesh Bhartiya, Theater Promoter
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Dayal Krishna Nath. Lifetime
Achievement Award was given to Daya Prakash Sinha, Dr.Jaidev
Taneja, Diwan Singh Bajeli, R.K. Dhingra and Bharat Ratna
Bhargava. All the honored personnel were given the Natsamrat
Samman by Sh. R.K.Singh (former M.P.) and (Eminent Writer)
Sh.Surendra Verma.

After the award ceremony the play Kadwa Sach was staged, by a
troupe from Assam and the director of this play was Dayal
Krishna Nath.

Mr. RK Sinha said that it is a big thing in itself that
an organization has been promoting this genre for 15 years and
has been honoring the artistes, for this Natsamrat’s director
Shyam Kumar deserves congratulations. Dr. Jaidev Taneja said
that  Shyam  Kumar’s  contribution  to  Hindi  theater  is
commendable. The entire festival took place on 12 March 2023
at 6:30 pm at Muktdhara Auditorium, Gol Market, New Delhi and
entry was free.



Natsamrat  Natya  Utsav  2023,
Opens 4th March
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Keeping  up  with  it’s  two  decades  old  tradition,  the  20th
Natsamrat Natya Utsav is going to be inaugurated this weekend

Natsamrat is going to organize 20th Natsamrat Natya Utsav
which will be held on 4th, 5th
and 12th March 2023 at Muktdhara Auditorium, Bhai Vir Singh
Marg, Gol Market, New Delhi.

Like every year, this year too many plays are going to be
staged on one stage, where the audience will be able to enjoy
the plays of different provinces free of cost.

Three plays will be staged on March 4. The first play” Teen
Bandar” written by Prabudh
Joshi  &  directed  by  Nagendra  Kr.  Sharma,  which  is  a
presentation of Ambala (Haryana) will be staged at 4:00 PM.
The next performance is “Birsa Munda” written by Sanjay Bhasin
&  directed  by  Vikas  Sharma  at  6:00  PM  and  this  is  the
performance of Kurukshetra (Haryana). On the same evening at
8:00 pm, the drama of Delhi will be presented “Chukayenge
Nahi” written by Dario Fo, adaptation by Amitabh Srivastava &
directed by Chader Shekhar Sharma.

The next day on March 5 at 4:00 pm the Play “Bali” written by
Girish Karnad & directed
by Vashisth Upadhyay will be staged. At 6:30 pm, The Play
“Kuch Tum Kaho Kuch Hum Kahen” written by Ashish Kotwal &
directed by Shyam Kumar will be performed.

On March 12, Assam will present the play “Kadwa Sachh” written
by Kushal Deka & directed by Dayal Krishna Nath.

Along with this, Natsamrat is going to organize it’s 15th
Natsamrat Theater Award in which Theatre Personalities will be
honored in eight different genres.

This year the best writer award is being given to Harisuman
Bisht, the best director is Satyabrata Rout, the actor award
is going to Amit Saxena and actress Rekha Johri, award for



Backstage (Lights) is going to Souti Chakraborty and Critic is
Dr. Kamlesh Bharti, Theater Promoter Award is
going to Dayal Krishan Nath and Lifetime Achievement Award is
being given to
Bharatratna Bhargava. This grand finale will be organized on
March 12 at 6:00 pm at Muktdhara Auditorium and the entry for
the entire theatrical festival is free.

Cricket Teams of the World –
West Indies
By Sunil Sarpal

West Indies Winners and Warriors
Posting this historical article a day after in the INDIA vs
West Indies, Women’s T20 World Cup match, India beat West
Indies by 6 wickets!
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That is the see-saw battle of this game. That’s what makes it
so interesting. There came a phase in the history of men’s
cricket when all the cricket playing nations boasted of 2-3
genuinely quick and skillful bowlers in their line up.  The
very sight of these bowlers was intimidating  because they
were possessing such a variety in their repertoire which even
the most accomplished batsmen could not withstand.   It took
the game of cricket to altogether different level.  These
quickies were always on the throat of the batsman so that the
hapless batsman had no respite.  The 6 ft plus barging in from
the boundary line with red cherry in hand can lead to shiver
down the spine of a batsman.   How can a batsman face, put
aside, withstand, barrage of bouncers one after the other. 
This was some sort of suicide type of cricket facing these
quickies with 150 plus speed.  

West Indies had an unbelievable line-up consisting of 

Malcom Marshal

Joel Garner

Any Roberts

Michael Holding

Croft etc. etc. 

Pakistan’s challenge rests with Cap. Imran Khan, Wasim Akram,
and Waqar Younis.

Australia had the fearsome duo of Deniss Lillee and Jeffery
Thompson. 

England spearheads were Ian Botham and Wills. 

New  Zealand  had  the  services  of  undisputed  talented  Sir
Richard Hadlee and Chatfield. 

India too had Kapil Dev and Manoj Prabhakar.  



When  we  talk  of  competition,  West  Indies  were  undisputed
champs, head and shoulders above in pace and variations.  On
the face of their battery of fast bowlers, other teams were
found  just  chockers.   They  ruled  the  cricket  world  like
roaring lions and their roar was deafning and debilitating for
the opposition.  West Indies Team was studded with charismatic
individuals either with bat or ball.  Their line-up challenged
all the teams in their own den and humiliated them like never
before.  They  made  mockery  of  opposition  on  the  field  of
cricket and tasted them dust.  

The line-up of West Indies team was :-

GORDAN GRINIDGES,  DESMOND HAYNES,  VIV RICHARDS,  CLIVE LLOYD
(C) ,  LARRY GOMES   (OR ALWIN KALICHARAN),  JEFFERY DUJON, 
ANDY ROBERTS,  MICHAEL HOLDING,  MALCOM MARSHAL,  JOEL GARNER,
GIBBS  AND CROFT.  

They were all stars in their chosen field.  Perhaps in the
history of cricket, such a combination of batsmen and bowlers
never got together in unison.  

It was their captain Clive Lloyd who for the first time in the
history of cricket introduced 4-pronged fast bowling attack. 
It paid rich divident  to West Indies so that they ruled the
world over a decade or so.  

Indian cricket on a high
By Sunil Sarpal
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Indian  Cricket  is  on  a  high  these  days.   Winning  one
tournament after another has now become a routine feature for
India.   Bringing in just the bench strength to take on the
likes of New Zealand team is a milestone that the world is
watching with total disbelief.  The just concluded 3-match
series in 50-over format against New Zealand has left them
shaken and outclassed.  

The highlight of the Indian Team is that we have discovered
one Surya Kumar Yadav whose range of shots takes the game to a
altogether different level.  As if he just descended from
MARS.  The short form of his name too is SKY.  He hits good
balls disdainly  and one can imagine the treatment meted out
to bad balls.  He plays all over with straight bat, horizontal
bat, scoop, lap shot and what not.  It is just amazing to see



the range of shots he has in his arsenal.  Bowlers are often
left in a mad like situation when up against SKY.

We consider the other legends too, but he is the greatest,
head and shoulders above them.  His heroics are unparalleled
and the whole cricket fraternity is singing his songs. 

Opposition too is applauding his batting feat and some kind of
relief  rends  the  air  when  he  departs.   Then  the  contest
between bat and ball starts anew.

The ‘rotation policy’ has brought in all the bench strength
into play, particularly bowlers.  

India’s fast bowling strength is unbelievably amazing.  We
have Bhuvi, Arshdweep, Siraj, Bumrah, Shami, Pandya.  They
certainly have an edge over Umran Mallik and many more.  

In  batting,  the  resurgence  of  Virat  Kohli  has  given  new
dimension to batting as well.  With the likes of Rohit, Ishaan
Kishan, Surya, Gill, Rahul, Iyer are all in-form batters and
rarin-to-go.  

Amongst allrounders,  Hardik, Ravinder Jadeja, Ashwin, Shardur
Thakur, Axar Patel, to name a few.  

Among  spinners,  Kuldeep  Yadav,  Ashwin,  Chchahal  and  many
more. 

Indian fielding standard is second to none.  With the intro of
YOYO test as pre-requisite, every player has to maintain high-
class fitness so as to survive and establish his position in
the side.  

We, in cricket, has reached a stage when others look up to us
to emulate the feat and plan their own cricket strategy.  



The  meteoric  rise  of  a
Superstar

By Sunil Sarpal

His  Bollywood  journey  started  from  a  bench  in  a  Mumbai
park.  He left his marketing job in Calcutta to migrate to
Mumbai so as to try his luck in acting.  In Mumbai, he had to
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share accommodation with other aspirants. 

Once sitting on the bench, he was deeply engrossed in thought
process  as  to  how  his  acting  career  will  take  off.   He
concluded if he keeps on living with these people, he shall
not be able to focus on his career and all his endeavour of
coming  to  Mumbai  will  go  waste.   He  needed  a  separate
accommodation so that he can concentrate seriously on his
career. 

The movie which took him to stardom was Janjeer.  By now you
must have guessed that we are talking about Amitabh Bachchan.
Thereafter he did so many movies which took him to dizzy
heights in Bollywood.   Some of them were Deewar, Namak Haram,
Sholay, Don, Amar Akbar Anthony so on and so forth.   The list
is endless. 

In movies, Amitabh was paired with so many heroins but his
equation  with  Rekha  was  unique.   Even  both  of  them  were
rumoured to have been in love with each other.  

His image of an angry young man in Janjeer became so popular
that he was tagged with that image.  All renowned writers and



producers started writing script keeping in mind his image of
a young angry man. In order to come out of that image, Amitabh
did so many different roles.  Even he tried his luck in comedy
by  doing  Amar  Akbar  Anthony  and  his  sense  of  humour  was
appreciated  by  the  audience.   During  those  day,  whatever
Amitabh would put his hands on would invariably turn into
Gold. 

He became so charismatic that this confidence prompted him to
open a company called ABCL.  The purpose of opening this
company was to make movies.  But the company flopped miserably
and Amitabh became bankrupt.  

At that agonising hour in his life, Dhirubhai Ambani came to
his rescue and extended financial help so that he could stand
up again in his life. 

Amitabh’s  fortune  changed  once  again  and  from  being  a
bankrupt,  he  emerged  as  a  winner.   Acting  roles  started
pouring in thick and fast in his life.   

He even earned lot of money thru the television show – Kaun
Banega Crorepati – and that show is still going strong with
him as the anchor.

In an interview, Salim Khan, the main writer of Deewar and
Sholay movies, has opinionated that it is time for Amitabh to
wind- up his career in acting. Because, for his age the roles
are far and few. 



Some of Amitabh’s dialogue which became viral are:

1)     Rishte Mein to hum tumare baap lagte hain Naam hai
Shahanshah

2)     Line wahin se shuru hoti hai jahan hum khade hote hai

3)     Khush to bahut hoge tum, jo aaj tak tumari sidian nahi
chadha, dekho dekho who aaj tumare aage haath felai khada hai


